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As COVID-19 infections surge, Ukraine now ‘More than gold,’ Ukraine reinforces
ranks third in overall pandemic deaths
sovereignty in judicial clash with Russia
by Roman Tymotsko
LVIV – The number of individuals infected with COVID-19 has dramatically
increased in Ukraine recently, according to
the Ministry of Health of Ukraine.
The country’s health ministry recorded
19,120 new COVID-19 cases and 734
deaths on October 25. The latter number
marks the largest daily mortality in the
country since the pandemic began in
Ukraine.
In response, the government implemented new quarantine restrictions for
unvaccinated individuals in the country.
Meanwhile, the daily number of individuals
who have received a COVID-19 vaccine
peaked on October 26, with some 291,000
people getting a vaccination shot.
The National Security and Defense
Council (NSDC) said they want to see this
number rise to 400,000 vaccinations per
day to reduce mortality and avoid the collapse of the medical system.
The NSDC’s secretary, Oleksiy Danilov,
warned that during the peak of the pandemic in Ukraine, the disease is likely to

take more than 1,000 lives a day. The vast
majority of people who die from COVID-19
in Ukraine are unvaccinated. As a result, Mr.
Danilov said the country needs to vaccinate
about 350,000-400,000 people per day,
otherwise “we will have very, very difficult
times.”
Prime Minister Denys Shmyhal said last
week that the country recorded the highest
number of new patients with COVID-19. In
total, 339,500 Ukrainians are now infected
with COVID-19, and 45,674 hospital beds
are occupied with patients who have the
virus. He added that 33,551 people infected
with the virus were hospitalized last week,
the highest number since the pandemic
began.
Ukraine has sought different ways to
provide the vaccine, offering individuals
vaccination shots in post offices and railway stations. Most residents in Ukraine’s
cities have gotten vaccinated, and data from
the health ministry show that the rates of
mortality or severe illness in urban areas
are significantly lower than in rural areas of
(Continued on page 3)

Chef Klopotenko launches cookbook documenting
‘perennial research of Ukrainian culinary history’

Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty

A gold helmet weighing more than 4 kilograms (8.8 pounds) from the 4th century B.C.
by Mark Raczkiewycz
KYIV – A decision by an appeals court in
the Netherlands this week delivered a verdict that sounded more like an endorsement of Ukraine’s sovereignty amid
Russian occupation than a decision on the
ownership rights of ancient artifacts.
The Amsterdam Court of Appeal on
October 26 ruled that nearly 600 precious
and historical artifacts dating from the second century B.C. to the Medieval era that
Ukraine lent to a Dutch museum must be
returned despite a legal challenge from
Russia.

Worth more than $10 million and ultimately belonging to the Museum Fund of
Ukraine, the vast majority of mostly
Scythian items that were lent to the Allard
Pierson Museum in Amsterdam came from
four museums in Crimea controlled by
Russian-occupying authorities.
The exhibition opened on February 7,
2014, just weeks before Russia covertly
invaded the Ukrainian peninsula and then
seized the following month with a sham
referendum that the U.N. General Assembly
has dismissed as illegitimate.
(Continued on page 3)

Ukrainian-born cinematographer killed on film
set by prop gun fired by Alec Baldwin
Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty

Courtesy of Yevhen Klopotenko

Chef Yevhen Klopotenko, who is currently taking part in an Aspen Institute seminar on responsible leadership that is taking place in the Carpathian Mountains
through October 30.
obscurity – as he continues blazing a
path to elevate his country’s cuisine to
KYIV – Ukraine’s unofficial ambassa- worldwide prominence.
dor of borshch – the hearty, savory beetThe Kyiv-born chef released the 172root soup – Yevhen Klopotenko, has pub- page book this month based on his jourlished an English-language cookbook of neys throughout Ukraine’s diverse
70 recipes – some well-known dishes
(Continued on page 5)
and some that he resurrected from
by Mark Raczkiewycz

Cinematographer Halyna Hutchins has
been killed, and a movie director injured,
after Hollywood star Alec Baldwin discharged a prop firearm on the set of a
Western they were filming in New Mexico.
Local police said Ms. Hutchins, 42, died
from a gunshot wound late on October 21
after being flown to a nearby hospital,
while director Joel Souza was taken to a
hospital but his condition was not immediately known.
Police questioned Mr. Baldwin and others on the set of the movie, titled Rust, but
no charges have been issued. They added
that deputies were still trying to determine
whether what happened was an accident.
In a series of messages on Twitter, Mr.
(Continued on page 10)

Facebook.com/halyna.hutchins

U krainian -born cin ematograp her
Halyna Hutchins at work in 2017.
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EU, Washington and London hold steady
on Ukraine while Moscow bellows
by Bohdan Nahaylo
It has been a busy month for Kyiv in the
foreign policy sphere. As if reflecting the
seasonal fall weather, developments in this
area have been fluctuated from warm to
cold and back again. Overall Ukraine has
held its own in this variable climate, knowing that colder days lie ahead before warmer weather arrives in the spring.
Kyiv has focused on bolstering its ties
with its Western partners and taking the
diplomatic fight to Moscow by exposing its
deviousness and malice. It has been pressing both the European Union and NATO to
provide a clearer indication of when
Ukraine can anticipate being given a concrete timeframe for its integration into
these bodies as a full-fledged member.
They, however, have continued to treat
Ukraine as a close associate, but refuse to
be drawn into answering the question of
when membership might eventually
become feasible.
While Ukraine’s partners have been
delivering further reassuring signs of their
continuing support, its hostile northern
neighbor, Russia, has spared no effort to
express its determined opposition to
Ukraine’s alignment with Euro-Atlantic
structures. It has also blocked the resumption of talks in the Normandy Four format
on ending Russia’s war against Ukraine in
the east of the country, and applied pressure against Europe by reverting to the use
of the supply of gas as a political weapon.
The 23rd European Union-Ukraine
Summit held in Kyiv on October 12 provided a timely opportunity to reaffirm the
close partnership that now exists between
Brussels and Kyiv. Its details were disclosed
in a comprehensive joint statement signed
by Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelenskyy, President of the European
Council Charles Michel, and President of
the European Commission Ursula von der
Leyen.
They reaffirmed their “continued commitment to strengthening the political
association and economic integration of
Ukraine with the European Union,” their
sharing of “common values of democracy,
rule of law, respect for international law
and human rights, including the rights of
persons belonging to minorities, as well as
gender equality.” And the EU reiterated its
“unwavering support and commitment to
Ukraine’s independence, sovereignty and
territorial integrity within its internationally recognized borders.”
Ukraine emphasized its desire for expedited full membership; the EU focused on
stressing the progress made in strengthening the political “association” and gradual
economic “integration” of Ukraine with it.
Clearly this compromise formula, which is
replicated in NATO’s relations with Kyiv, is
the best that Ukraine can hope for at this
stage – it is being reminded euphemistically by its partners that it first needs to meet
the criteria for membership in terms of the
level of preparedness – and this is certainly
better than having no close working
arrangement.
Ukraine came away from the summit not
just with an encouraging joint statement.
An important bilateral Open Skies agreement was finally concluded which liberalizes the air travel market. News also leaked
out that the EU is considering providing a
military training mission to Ukraine.
Disinformation and cybersecurity were

also on the agenda and both sides have
started a cyber-dialogue, with a second
round of discussions on that topic scheduled for next year. Other topics included climate change, energy and cooperation in
tackling the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, an area in which the EU has provided considerable financial support.
After the summit, Mr. Zelenskyy said,
“We discussed in detail the progress in the
implementation of the Association
Agreement. It has become a driving force
for European integration reforms and has
taken our bilateral cooperation to a new
level. Its goal is full integration into the
European Union.”
It is a “clear signal,” Mr. Zelenskyy said,
of the EU’s “vision of Ukraine as an integral
part of the European space.”
The Summit participants discussed the
fight against corruption and the completion
of judicial reform in Ukraine. “This is our
unconditional priority. The process of deoligarchization has started. We have
recorded a positive assessment from the
EU as regards the adopted legislation in the
Joint Statement,” Mr. Zelenskyy said.
Nevertheless, at the end of the day, or
rather for now, as the Austrian financial
expert Gunther Fehlinger wrote earlier in
October in his opinion piece for the Kyiv
Post, the reality for Ukraine in this area is
daunting.
“Ukraine’s ambition to join NATO and
the European Union sends shivers of fear
down the spines of European decision
makers. Ukraine is too big, too costly and
too toxic, they argue. Russia will never
allow Ukraine to leave its orbit,” Mr.
Fehlinger wrote.
Mr. Zelenskyy acknowledges the challenge, but does not see it as a lost cause.
“We understand that Ukraine’s membership in the European Union must be supported by 27 EU member states,” Mr.
Zelenskyy said on October 18, according to
the official website of the Ukrainian president. Four EU members have so far come
out in support of Ukraine, and three more
are expected to follow shortly.
“That is, there will be seven countries
out of 27. Step by step, we will do it,” Mr.
Zelenskyy said.
Two days later, the European
Commission pledged to allocate another
3.5 million euros ($4 million) to support
the most vulnerable residents of the
Donbas, Eamon Gilmore, the EU special
representative for Human Rights,
announced during a visit to eastern
Ukraine. So far, in 2021, the European
Commission has provided 29 million euros
($33.7 million) in humanitarian assistance
for Eastern Ukraine. Since Russia’s war
began in 2014, the EU has given a total of
194 million euros ($225.5 million).
On October 25, Ukraine received the second tranche of the fifth EU macro-financial
assistance program with the nominal value
of EUR 600 million. It was granted as a
long-term loan at 0.250 percent interest
and is due in April 2036. The funds will be
used to finance Ukraine’s budget needs and
reduce the financial burden on the country’s budget. Ukraine would only receive
the loan once it implemented structural
reforms that would strengthen its public
finance management system, the rule of
law, and improve its business climate and
governance of state-owned enterprises.
(Continued on page 7)

Heads of anti-doping body resign
The Ukrainian sports minister has
announced the resignation of the head of the
national anti-doping agency (NADC), which
is facing accusations it has violated international standards for years. “The NADC has
violated the international testing standard.
Today, the director of the NADC, Ivan
Kurlishchuk, and his deputy, Yaroslav
Kruchek, resigned,” Vadym Huttsait said in a
statement on October 27. “The ministry
states that we take a clear position in the
fight against doping and will not allow anyone to violate anti-doping rules,” the statement reads. NADC was not immediately
available for comment. The World AntiDoping Agency (WADA) on October 26
accused the NADC of giving athletes advance
notice of what were supposed to be random
out-of-competition tests in a scheme dating
back nearly a decade. The investigation,
dubbed Operation Hercules, also found that
the NADC categorized at least six in-competition athletes’ samples as out-of-competition
samples last year. The findings will now be
turned over to WADA’s Compliance Review
Committee for possible sanction. (RFE/RL,
based on reporting by Reuters and AFP)
Ukraine launches terror-financing probe

Ukrainian prosecutors have opened a terrorism financing investigation after it
emerged that the country’s state-owned
export-import bank lent tens of millions of
dollars to companies owned by a businessman with interests in parts of eastern
Ukraine controlled by Moscow-backed separatists. The Prosecutor General’s Office told
RFE/RL’s Ukrainian Service on October 27
that it opened the probe last week after lawmakers demanded an investigation following an investigative report published earlier
this month. According to the findings by
Schemes (Skhemy), an investigative news
project run by RFE/RL’s Ukrainian Service
in cooperation with UA: Pershy television,
Ukreksimbank lent $60 million to companies owned by Serhiy Bryukhovetskiy. Mr.
Bryukhovetskiy also paid millions of
Ukrainian hryvnias in taxes to the separatists and put up as collateral for the loan a
Kyiv shopping mall whose ownership is
under dispute. Fighting between Ukrainian
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government forces and the separatists has
claimed more than 13,200 lives since April
2014. The Schemes investigation raised
questions about why Ukraine’s third-largest
bank by assets was allowed to finance an
entity doing business with the separatists,
possibly in violation of Ukrainian law.
Ukrainian authorities have made it illegal for
Ukrainian companies to do business with
firms in the separatist-held areas under a
law prohibiting “terrorist financing.” The
blockade, however, is known to be porous,
with some trade circumventing the prohibition. (RFE/RL’s Ukrainian Service)

Ukraine uses Turkish drone for first time

Ukrainian government forces have used
a Turkish-supplied armed drone for the
first time against Russia-backed separatists
in eastern Ukraine, in a development condemned by the Kremlin. The Ukrainian military posted a video on Facebook on
October 26 that it said showed a Bayraktar
T2B destroying a Russian-made howitzer
in a separatist-controlled area. The General
Staff of the Armed Forces said the advanced
drone was used “for the first time” to suppress artillery fire that killed a Ukrainian
soldier and wounded another. After the
strike, the shelling of Ukrainian positions
stopped. “The unmanned aerial vehicle did
not cross the line of contact and destroyed
with a guided bomb one artillery piece
with a crew of Russian occupation forces,”
the military said in a statement. Turkey has
sold Ukraine Bayraktar drones and Kyiv
plans to buy dozens more to deploy to eastern Ukraine, where Russia has backed separatist forces in a seven-year war that has
killed more than 13,200 people since April
2014. In September, Ukrainian Foreign
Affairs Minister Dmytro Kuleba said his
country plans to build a factory to produce
the drones in cooperation with the Turkish
drone maker, Baykar. Defense Minister
Andriy Taran earlier this month said a joint
maintenance and training center for the
drones would be established in Ukraine.
The growing defense ties between NATO
member Turkey and Ukraine have been a
source of tension between Ankara and
Moscow, threatening to shift the balance of
(Continued on page 10)
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‘More than gold...’
(Continued from page 1)
The show had been planned since summer 2013 and a tiny portion of the artifacts
also came from the Kyiv Treasures
Museum, Ukrainian Justice Minister Denys
Maliusk told local journalists.
The Dutch museum named the exhibition “The Crimea: Gold and Secrets of the
Black Sea,” and the majority of pieces on
display were of Scythian origin. The
Scythians were nomadic warrior tribes of
Indo-European origin who roamed the
southern steppes of modern-day Ukraine.
The museum display also included “artifacts from the Sarmatians and Goths, and
the exhibition included not only gold pieces,
but also bronze and silver jewelry, weapons
and ceramic utensils,” Mr. Maliusk added.
After Russia invaded, however, Ukraine
initiated litigation to have the artifacts
returned to Kyiv, not to Crimea, once the
exhibition ended in August 2014.
In her ruling, the presiding judge in
Amsterdam, Pauline Hofmeijer-Rutten, said
all the items on display “belong to the State
Museum Fund of Ukraine.”
“This law aims to protect Ukrainian cultural heritage and, among other things, provides for restrictions with regard to the
exercise of (commercial) rights to museum
pieces belonging to it,” a transcript reads
from the court’s website.
“The public interests at stake are of
great weight and this case is closely connected to the Ukrainian state,” the judge
wrote. “Though the regulations encroach
on private legal relationships, they do so for
the sake of cultural interests that outweigh
the interests of the Crimean museums.”

Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty

A Scythian long dagger, or short sword, and scabbard.
The Russian-controlled museums in
Crimea have announced they will appeal
the ruling with the Supreme Court of the
Netherlands.
After the verdict, Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy tweeted that “we
always regain what’s ours. … After the
‘Scythian gold,’ we’ll return Crimea.”
Russia and its occupying authorities in
Crimea have bitterly contested Kyiv’s move
to return the artifacts. Lawyers hired by
Moscow argued that the artifacts belong to
the “Autonomous Region of Crimea” and is
part of the peninsula’s “cultural heritage.”
Russian Foreign Affairs Ministry spokesperson Maria Zakharova said the ruling
jeopardizes future exchanges between the
museums of the Netherlands and Russia.
The Amsterdam court’s decision calls
into question “further prospects for intermuseum cooperation” between the two
countries, she told journalists in Moscow
on October 27.
Yet the ruling dealt with more than just
gold, European news publications wrote,
including the Warsaw-based Rzeczpospo

lita newspaper.
“For both Kyiv and Moscow, this case is
more expensive than gold,” the publication
wrote on October 26. Covering the interstate lawsuit, the Polish newspaper noted
that Ukraine had already won the case in a
lower court in 2016, after which the
Crimean museums lodged an appeal on
March 28, 2017.
“This means that both Dutch and international law are on Ukraine’s side,” First
Deputy Ukrainian Foreign Affairs Minister
Emine Japarova told the newspaper. “The
exhibits could not get to the occupied
Crimea, because we see how the Russian
Federation takes the most valuable things
from there to Moscow or to the St.
Petersburg Hermitage [museum].”
Ukraine watcher Ben Hodges, a former
U.S. general and chair of strategic studies at
the Center for European Policy Analysis,
commented on the significance of the court
ruling.
“This is not about gold ... This is about
whether the international community recognizes that Ukrainian sovereignty includes

As COVID-19...
(Continued from page 1)
the country. For example, the town of
Morshyn in the Lviv region became famous
for its vaccination rate, as 78 percent of
residents there have been vaccinated, and
the city has seen no COVID-19 hospitalizations or deaths in recent weeks.
Meanwhile, the Ukrainian government
has implemented new restrictions on
unvaccinated individuals: passengers are
not allowed on trains and other interregional transport without a vaccination certificate or a negative COVID-19 test.
According to the government’s decree,
representatives of certain professions
(educators, officials of central executive
bodies) need to be vaccinated if they do not
work remotely. The list of specialists to be
vaccinated will be expanded to include, in
particular, employees of state-owned
enterprises and critical infrastructure,
Health Minister Viktor Liashko said.
“We will expand this list. The list of professions which require obligatory vaccination will include employees of state institutions, organizations, enterprises of critical
areas for the economy of our country, as
well as social workers and postmen,” Mr.
Liashko said.
Most Ukrainian schools and higher education institutions have moved to distance
learning, though exceptions were granted if
school staff are vaccinated. Some Ukrainian
schools have been on vacation, though
many schools extended the break because
of a surge in the pandemic, according to the
Ministry of Education. The National
Security and Defense Council also recommended that most schools take a vacation.
Visitors to restaurants, hotels, markets,
cultural institutions, sports and other public facilities must show a negative COVID19 test result or provide proof of vaccination before being allowed inside. The
requirement applies to regions that have

Kyiv city government

Medical staff in Ukraine work to administer COVID-19 vaccines. Since the beginning
of the pandemic, more than 9 million people have received a vaccine in Ukraine.
been classified in the highest “red” category of pandemic danger.
Leading research centers in developed
countries, Western governments, and many
Ukrainian scientists have said vaccination
reduces the risk of severe illness and the
likelihood of death from the disease.
Oleksandr Yabchanka, a lecturer at the
Ukrainian Catholic University, an expert on
healthcare reform and a former adviser to
the head of the Ministry of Health, says
there is a proven link between vaccination
and the likelihood of contracting the virus
and dying from COVID-19.
A vaccinated person is much less likely
to get sick and 10 times less likely to die
from an infection, Ms. Yabchanka said, citing vaccine trials and statistics from
Western research centers.
“So these statistics eloquently show: get
vaccinated if you want to reduce the risk of
getting a severe case of the disease; get vaccinated if you want to survive,” Mr.
Yabchanka said.
Mr. Liashko echoed that sentiment.
“There are no restrictions on access to
the vaccine today. We have more than 10

million doses in the country. ... Vaccinated
people do not go to the intensive care unit.
Today you can go to any hospital, and any
medical worker will tell you that in reality
in ‘coronavirus hospitals’ more than 97
percent of the people infected are unvaccinated. And for those who are intubated, all
are unvaccinated,” Mr. Liashko said.
“We are constantly connecting new hospitals and increasing the number of doctors
who engage in overcoming coronavirus.
However, almost all of those individuals
hospitalized with COVID-19 during the past
week were unvaccinated. The numbers
speak for themselves. Vaccinations save
lives,” Mr. Shmyhal, the prime minister, said.
Mr. Shmyhal told regional administrators to ensure that the country’s immunization infrastructure capacity for vaccination
reaches 1.5 million people per week.
“Business and public institutions can
work even in the red zone if all visitors and
employees are fully vaccinated. We do not
plan to introduce a full lockdown across
the country and stop the economy. But, as
the president said this week, the only alternative to lockdown is mass vaccination.

3
Crimea, or not. That’s why the Kremlin is
weighing in. [The] international community has to be firm, rejecting each Kremlin
attempt to undermine [Ukraine],” he tweeted.
Still, officials in Kyiv are concerned that
Russia is looting archeological sites in
Crimea and shipping the artifacts to the
mainland part of the country in violation of
international law.
Through July and since the peninsula’s
seizure in 2014, “at least 29 Russiancontrolled entities have participated in illegal excavations,” the Ministry for the
Reintegration of the Temporarily Occupied
Territories of Ukraine told Radio Free
Europe/Radio Liberty.
More than 1 million artifacts alone were
found during the construction of the
Crimean Bridge over the Kerch Strait that
was completed in 2018, RFE/RL reported.
The U.S. and Europe have imposed separate
sanctions on Russia for building the bridge,
which further encroaches on Ukrainian territory.
The latest court case in Amsterdam started on March 11, 2020. On October 28 of that
year, the appeals court granted Ukraine’s
motion to disqualify a judge in the case due
to confirmation of the presiding judge’s link
with the lawyers of the four Crimean museums, “which could indicate his bias,” the
state news agency Ukrinform reported.
Should the Supreme Court of the
Netherlands rule in Ukraine’s favor, it will
have to pay the Amsterdam museum for
storing the display items. So far, Ukraine
owes approximately 122,000 euros, Justice
Minister Maliusk said.
The Allard Pierson Museum is the
archaeological museum of the University of
Amsterdam.
That is why I urge people not to wait for
the red zones in their regions, but to go and
get vaccinated now,” the prime minister
said.
After introducing restrictions for nonvaccinated people, forgeries of COVID-19
vaccination certificates have increased
recently. According to the minister of internal affairs, Denys Monastyrsky, individuals
who make the fake certificates and citizens
who use the forged documents are guilty of
violating the law.
According to Mr. Monastyrsky, law
enforcement officers have already opened
more than 800 criminal proceedings
regarding forged vaccination certificates. In
the last week alone, more than 80 cases of
forgery of vaccination documents and PCR
test results have been recorded.
Prosecutor General of Ukraine Iryna
Venediktova said that, based on evidence of
falsification of test results and vaccination
documents, 104 people were suspected of
forging vaccination documents, while 88 of
those were indicted in court.
“And this is just the beginning. Among
the defendants were various fraudsters,
doctors, representatives of laboratories,
pharmacies, travel agencies, etc.,” Ms.
Venediktova said.
Ukraine’s minister of digital transformation, Mykhailo Fedorov, said that the fraudsters even created fake applications, similar to those found on the public service
portal “Diia.” The fake applications allow
individuals to edit vaccination data, age
and other information to create fake digital
COVID-19 certificates.
According to the Public Health Center of
Ukraine, there were 22,574 new cases of
COVID-19 on October 27. During a 24-hour
period beginning on that day, 5,925 people
were hospitalized in Ukraine, 692 people
died and 11,593 people recovered. Since
the beginning of the immunization campaign, 9,363,493 people in Ukraine
received a COVID-19 vaccine, according to
the Public Health Center of Ukraine.
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Courtesy of Yevhen Klopotenko

Pictured are crispy apple puree cookies known as Hamula.

Pictured is Shpundra, stewed pork with pickled beetroot garnished with fresh thyme.

Chef Klopotenko...
(Continued from page 1)
regions to discover long-forgotten recipes from the steppes
of Kherson Oblast in the south to the Carpathian
Mountains in the west.
Calling it “my perennial research of Ukrainian culinary history,” Mr. Klopotenko, 34, described the process as “scientific”
and involved cooperation with “historians” as he traversed
a land area roughly the size of France or the state of Texas.
Aside from providing illustrative detail for each signature recipe, the intrepid chef says he “reimagined” them in
a “modern fashion” while providing the reader with “facts
about Ukrainian products and foods – how they were eaten
in the earlier days, why they are healthy and the best way
to prepare them.”
Speaking to The Ukrainian Weekly from an Aspen
Institute seminar on “responsible leadership” at a resort in
the Carpathian Mountains, the chef said his goal was to
make the book “100 percent about Ukraine.”
He asked rhetorically: “There are so many foodies … in
the world looking for new tastes … for new cuisines to
explore and cook. Why shouldn’t Ukrainian cuisine be one
of them?”
He divided the cookbook into nine sections: soups and
broths, meat, fish, vegetables and mushrooms, drinks, porridges, appetizers, baked goods and desserts.
Some of his recipes are inspired by Ukrainian writer
Ivan Kotliarevsky’s 18th-century Eneida poem in which the
chef found “148 names of dishes,” many of which he had
never before heard.
For example, his twist on Shpundra, a pork and beetroot
stew that is usually dressed with flour or steamed grated millet and sour cream, takes on a medley of other ingredients.
Mr. Klopotenko prescribes adding garlic, white horseradish and sprigs of thyme.
“It turns out spicy and sharp. You can add spices,
depending on your taste, adding, for example, ginger and
lemon zest,” as well, he added (https://klopotenko.com/
uk/shpundra/).
He noted that during his research he discovered that
famed poet and writer Lesia Ukrainka enjoyed making confiture, a variety of fruity jams, or that early-20th century
statesman and writer Volodymyr Vynnychenko “stuck to a
vegetarian diet.”
When asked if English-language readers can find all the
ingredients listed in the book, Mr. Klopotenko admitted
that readers in East Asia, including in Australia, may find it
difficult to find beetroot.
Regarding kvass, a fermented beverage that is usually
made from rye bread or even beetroot, a separate recipe is
provided if the beverage cannot be found in stores.
Kvass features as one of the main components for
Vereshchaka, fragrant pork ribs baked with a variety of
spices that include parsley, oregano and garlic.
Beyond the palate, Mr. Klopotenko said Ukrainian cuisine “is an integral part of national identity and a way of
life.” The food and how it’s prepared, and all the ingredients, “reflect the cultural features of our people.”
Cultural heritage status for borshch

That strong connection with food and national identity
has led Mr. Klopotenko to seek international recognition
for borshch, which is eaten year-round and with dozens of
varying recipes in existence that call for such ingredients as
carp, spicy beef, boar blood or wild mushrooms.
Mr. Klopotenko offers 15 borshch recipes at his Kyiv restaurant, 100 Years Back to Future.
Two years of research and fieldwork culminated in
March when his non-profit – the Institute of Culture of

The cover of chef Yevhen Klopotenko’s new cookbook,
which includes recipes of 70 Ukrainian dishes.
Ukraine – headed by Maryna Sobotyuk, submitted an
application consisting of more than 700 pages to the
United Nations’ Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) to have the soup recognized on its
Intangible Cultural Heritage list.
Paris-based UNESCO is expected to consider the application next year and the decision will be made in 2023,
according to Ms. Sobotyuk. She added that Ukraine’s foreign and culture ministries cooperated on the painstaking
endeavor.
‘Obliteration’ of Ukrainian cuisine

Partial motivation for re-discovering the roots of
Ukrainian food preparation are Soviet policies that homogenized cuisine in all of the 15 republics for more than 70
years, Mr. Klopotenko said.
“During the Soviet Union, national identity and culture,
including cuisine, were deliberately and systematically
abolished in order to create ‘a unified Soviet people,’” the
chef said.
“Nowadays, Ukrainian cuisine comes 90 percent from
the Soviet past and has nothing in common with Ukrainian
cuisine,” the chef lamented. “Unfortunately, in Ukraine
these recipes were thoroughly hidden, and we face almost
100 years of obliteration and need to revive them.”
What remain are the better-known dishes of holubsti
(stuffed cabbage rolls), varenyky (filled dumplings), borshch and deruny (potato pancakes).
Much of the watering down of cuisine in the vast Soviet
empire of more than 100 different nationalities stems from
the work of Anastas Mikoyan, who was the commissar of
food under dictator Joseph Stalin.
In 1939, after traveling abroad, including to the United
States and throughout the USSR, the high-level apparatchik
published “the propaganda-heavy Book of Tasty and
Healthy Food, a standardized cookbook,” the BBC wrote in
2019.
As a result, “the USSR demolished not just Ukrainian cuisine, but traditional Russian too,” Mr. Klopotenko said.
From amateur to chef

Mr. Klopotenko discovered his love of food at an early
age, having visited his grandmother in Great Britain and
while visiting other countries, including Italy, Germany and
the U.S.

He started an amateur cooking competition called Cook
Wars, during which diners rated their meals. He started
making branded fruit jams and was chosen to participate
in season five of the reality show Master Chef in Ukraine in
which he emerged victorious in 2015, earning him free
instruction at the prestigious French culinary school Le
Cordon Bleu the following year.
Besides his haute couture eatery in Kyiv, he collaborates
with individuals abroad to popularize Ukrainian cuisine,
most notably with chef Dmytro Martsenyuk, the executive
chef of the iconic Manhattan Ukrainian restaurant Veselka.
Both met in Kyiv while studying at the Kyiv University of
Tourism, Economics, and Law for International Economic
Relations. They worked together in April in New York to
showcase Ukrainian cuisine, once at the restaurant and
then again in September while hosting a “multi-sensory
dinner” for two days at the old St. Josaphat’s Monastery.
“We combined music, lights and offered usual dishes that
reflected both Ukraine and the U.S.,” Mr. Klopotenko said.
Dishes included alligator “with bee sauce and pink sauce
from gratin and fennel, wild boar fillet with juniper, waterlilies, Christmas tree branches and marigold sauce,” he said.
Elevating cuisine

Mr. Klopotenko joins culinary pracitioners who have
contributed to putting Ukraine on the culinary map. And he
is one reason Ukraine made Yonderbound’s global ranking
of the 20 best countries in the world for food.
France’s Michelin Guide, the premier critic of high-end
restaurants with its three-star rating system based on consistency of taste and presentation, mentioned head chef
Yaroslav Artyuk of Kanapa in Kyiv in 2018. The restaurant
is known for its daring takes on modern Ukrainian cuisine.
Known abroad as well is Donetsk Oblast native Olena
Zhabotynska who runs the “23” chain of restaurants. She
spent time in Italy, has more than 14 years of culinary
experience and represented her country at the 2017
Fontegro Congress in the wild edible herbs category.
In Odesa, chef Savva Libkin has been showcasing the
diverse foods of Bessarabia by running three flagship restaurants. They range from varenyky stuffed with flatfish
and parsley, chicken broth with matzoth dumplings, to
tzimmes with chicken meatballs and zander and perch
broth with stuffed pastry pockets.
Still, “Ukrainian cuisine is poorly researched,” Mr.
Klopotenko said. “It has a huge potential to become one of
the best cuisines in the world. … It will be accessible and
open, … distinctive and exquisite at the same time” in 10
years.
Since 2017, Mr. Klopotenko has worked to make food
tastier, healthier and safer at Ukrainian educational institutions, including at school cafeterias. The project is called
Cult(ure) Food and has been implemented at 5,000 primary schools across the country. Schools have access to more
than 100 recipes for their menus.
Starting in 2020, together with First Lady Olena
Zelenska, a working group to revamp the school nutritional
system was created. The group includes experts from the
Ministry of Health, the Ministry of Education and Science,
the Antimonopoly Committee, the State Audit Office,
UNICEF experts, as well as Mr. Klopotenko and his colleagues. In January, new sanitary regulations for general
secondary education came into force as well as others in
line with HACCP, a systematic preventive approach to food
safety.
Mr. Klopotenko’s new cookbook is available for 489
hryvnias, or approximately $19, and can be purchased at
https://store.klopotenko.com/present/tproduct/287
447351-974912180691-the-book-ukrainian-cuisine-in70-dishes. Orders outside of Ukraine can be arranged via
email by writing to merch@klopotenko.com.
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Supporting the National Museum
of the Holodomor-Genocide
In November, Ukrainians around the world will once again honor the memory of
the millions killed during the Holodomor, the genocide perpetrated in 1932-1933 by
Joseph Stalin against the Ukrainian people. As those preparations continue, another
crucial and connected project is underway in Ukraine that, when completed, will be
instrumental in raising awareness throughout the world of the heinous crime committed by Stalin, who sought to eradicate any notion of Ukrainian consciousness
among the people of the former Soviet Union.
Work is currently underway to complete the second phase of the National
Museum of the Holodomor-Genocide in Kyiv. The first phase of the project was completed in 2008 on the occasion of the 75th anniversary of the Holodomor, and the
opening of the entire complex and its main exposition is planned for the 90th anniversary of the Holodomor in 2023.
Writing in this week’s issue of The Weekly, Sviatoslav Shevchuk, the major archbishop of Kyiv-Halych of the Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church, announced the creation of a campaign to raise funds for the second phase of the project, and he noted
that the Ukrainian Catholic Metropolia of Philadelphia will join the campaign. It will
also help collect contributions for the project from the public.
“I am convinced that such projects of national and world importance are carried
out only when each of us feels responsible and ready to join its creation,” Archbishop
Sviatoslav said. “We have a sacred duty to do everything possible to ensure that the
memory of the victims does not fade away, and that a living memorial to the national
memory of the Holodomor victims is erected on the slopes of the Dnipro River.”
Once completed, the second phase of the project will include a museum “where
our families will come and where people of good will from all over the world will
learn the truth about the Holodomor,” Archbishop Sviatoslav said. “It is no exaggeration to say that places created in prayer and cooperation become safeguards against
evil in the future.”
“Designed to world standards, the museum complex will not only include permanent and temporary exhibitions, but will also house a research center, main archive,
conference halls, a cinema hall, a library, educational classrooms and a children’s
space,” Archbishop Sviatoslav said.
The Ukrainian government has pledged $65 million for construction of the museum, but an additional $60 million is needed to finish the project. Completion of the
entire National Museum of the Holodomor-Genocide complex is a crucial step in the
effort to ensure that the victims of the Holodomor are never forgotten and that people throughout the world learn the truth about this heinous crime that killed millions of innocent souls and sought destroy their very identity as a Ukrainian people.
Archbishop Sviatoslav’s appeal can be found on this page of The Weekly, and it provides specific information for individuals who would like to support the project. We
urge our readers to help honor the victims of the Holodomor by supporting this
important cause.

Nov.

Turning the pages back...

1

Fifty years ago, on November 1, 1971, the hierarchs of the
Ukrainian Catholic Church, during the fifth Synod of its bishops
that was held in Rome at Ss. Sergius and Bacchus Church (the
oldest Ukrainian property outside of Ukraine), confirmed
Archbishop-Major Josyf Cardinal Slipyj as the Church’s prime
hierarch. It was seen as a major step for the Church to move forward toward self-governance and the election of its own bishops, and with the ultimate
goal of the creation of a patriarchate.
The Ukrainian Weekly’s editorial of that week underscored that the Synod – with all but
four prelates in attendance – manifested unity of mind and heart among Ukrainian
Catholic bishops, thus closing the ranks behind the Ukrainian Catholic community’s
supreme leader.
The Synod’s session began on October 31, 1971, with 15 Ukrainian Catholic bishops
representing Ukrainian Catholics worldwide. Controversy surrounded the convocation,
with suspicions that the event would lead to a break of the Ukrainian Catholic Church
from the Vatican, but a telegram sent by the Synod to Pope Paul VI dispelled reports that
the bishops were acting in defiance of Pope Paul VI.
The editorial noted, “It was a long-awaited moment, doubly significant in that it came in
the wake of a disheartening denial by the Supreme Pontiff to grant the status of a patriarchate to the Ukrainian Catholic Church and an eleventh-hour admonition from his secretary of state that the Ukrainian bishops cannot convene a canonical synod, only a nebulously defined ‘conference’ with their archbishop-major at the helm.”
The fact that the Synod continued despite these statements from the Vatican’s secretary
of state confirmed the determination of the Ukrainian Catholic bishops to use Synodal
activity to meet the needs of the Ukrainian Catholic faithful, while remaining within the
provisions of the Second Vatican Council, underscoring the plight of their persecuted
brethren in Ukraine and the “particular circumstances and spiritual needs” of the faithful
in the diaspora, the editorial added.
As a result of the Synod, the Ukrainian Catholic hierarchs established a Permanent
Synod of five prelates (led by Cardinal Slipyj, Archbishop Ivan Buchko of Europe,
Metropolitan-Archbishop Ambrose Senyshyn of the U.S.A., Metropolitan-Archbishop
Maxim Hermaniuk of Canada, and Bishop Andrew Sapelak of Argentina) that would function between the sessions of the Archiepiscopal Synods meeting every five years. The

1971

(Continued on page 12)
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Support creation of the Holodomor Museum
through joint efforts and personal contributions
by Sviatoslav Shevchuk
Your Graces and Most Reverend Bishops,
Reverend Fathers, Venerable Monastics and
God-loving laity of the Ukrainian GreekCatholic Church,
Glory to Jesus Christ!
Dear beloved in Christ!
Our Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church
has not left its faithful for many decades of
challenges and persecutions and has
served as a living refuge for the Ukrainian
people. She spoke when even a whisper
became a death sentence, united in common prayer, when the powerful and ruthless tyrants of this world divided and tormented our people with hunger, repression
and impregnable borders.
Thanks to the efforts of venerable
Metropolitan Andrey Sheptytsky and the
bishops of the Ukrainian Greek-Catholic
Church in 1933, the world heard about
“Ukraine in the throes of death.” Our
priests, monastics and laity “prayed for
help from heaven through prayers, fasting,
national mourning, sacrifices and all possible good deeds of the Christian life” for the
brothers and sisters who died in central
and eastern Ukraine. Our families have
commemorated the millions of Holodomor
victims in the hope of restoring justice and
honoring those killed innocently in the
Christian way.
God’s power and grace overthrew the
thrones of the God-fighting forces of darkness and evil that had oppressed and
destroyed our people for decades, and the
truth about the terrible tragedy of the
Holodomor was heard aloud in independent Ukraine and around the world. As a
result, we have the opportunity each year
to light a “candle of remembrance,” to hold
funeral services, to perform acts of penance
and mercy in the name of our innocent
brothers and sisters who were victims of
the Holodomor.

In 2016, Ukraine returned to the construction of the next part of the Holodomor
Memorial – the Holodomor Museum in
Kyiv. It was a response to a request from
Ukrainian society and a series of appeals by
the Public Committee to Commemorate the
Victims of the Holodomor Genocide of
1932-1933 and the Ukrainian World
Congress to the president of Ukraine and
the government. After all, the Holodomor
Museum should become an unprecedented
museum project, realized thanks to a combined effort of the Ukrainian government,
civil society and philanthropists from
Ukraine and around the world. Designed to
world standards, the museum complex will
not only include permanent and temporary
exhibitions, but will also house a research
center, main archive, conference halls, a cinema hall, a library, educational classrooms
and a children’s space. The Ukrainian government has pledged to provide $65 million for construction of the museum, and an
additional $60 million is needed to develop
it.
That is why we all have a special task
today – to support the creation of the
Holodomor Museum through joint efforts
and personal contributions. It should
become a nationwide place of honor and
prayer, a place of truth, where we can gather in detail and preserve the memory of
those who tried to wipe out the history of
our people and our land.
I am convinced that such projects of
national and world importance are carried
out only when each of us feels responsible
and ready to join its creation. We have a
sacred duty to do everything possible to
ensure that the memory of the victims does
not fade away, and that a living Memorial to
the National Memory of the Holodomor
Victims is erected on the slopes of the
Dnipro River.
(Continued on page 7)

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Vitvitsky letter does not
provide any real facts
Dear Editor:

Bohdan Vitvitsky is the one who indulges in misrepresentation and fabrication in
his letter to the editor in the October 17
edition of The Ukrainian Weekly. He states
that former President Donald Trump
“launched an insurrection.” He obviously
does not know the meaning of the word
insurrection. An insurrection is defined as
an open revolt against the constituted government. Mr. Trump was the government
and so he obviously could not revolt
against himself. He asked his citizens to
assemble and petition the Congress, which
are rights expressly granted by the
Constitution. He is no more responsible for
unlawful citizens than President Joe Biden
is responsible for looters in Black Lives
Matter. Furthermore, Mr. Vitvitsky lies by
stating that Mr. Trump was denying that
COVID-19 was real. He is obviously ignorant of Operation Warp Speed. Operation
Warp Speed was initiated by Mr. Trump. It
was a public-private partnership that was
launched by Mr. Trump to facilitate and
accelerate the manufacture and distribution of COVID-19 vaccines and provided

$18 billion dollars in funds. Because I
received three Pfizer vaccines, I was able to
resume my medical practice in relative
safety. Mr. Vitvitsky does not support his
fabrications with any real facts.
Roman Kernitsky
Colts Neck, N.J.

GUIDELINES FOR LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
The Ukrainian Weekly welcomes letters
to the editor that react to articles published
on its pages. Opinions expressed by letter
writers are their own and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of either The
Weekly editorial staff or its publisher, the
Ukrainian National Association.
Letters must be signed (anonymous letters are not published) and the city from
which they are sent will be published under
the author’s name. However, the daytime
phone number, e-mail address and complete mailing address of the letter-writer
must be given for verification purposes.
The length of letters cannot exceed 250 words. Letters may
be edited or abridged. The Weekly reserves
the right to edit for clarity, civility and
accuracy.
Letters should be sent to staff@
ukrweekly.com or to The Ukrainian
Weekly, 2200 Route 10, P.O. Box 280,
Parsippany, NJ 07054.
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EU, Washington...

(Continued from page 6)

(Continued from page 2)

Back in 2019, when the International
C h a r i t a b l e Fo u n d a t i o n f o r t h e
Development of the Holodomor Memorial
was launched, I joined its supervisory
board (Ivan Vasiunyk leads the board), so
that the Holodomor Museum could receive
proper spiritual support from our Church,
so that every faithful in our Church could
become a participant in restoring memory
and establishing the truth.
Supporting the idea of the joint creation
of the Holodomor Museum, I launched a
special fundraising campaign to help raise
the necessary funds for development of the
museum. I am very pleased to announce
that the Ukrainian Catholic Metropolia of
Philadelphia will join the campaign to raise
awareness about the Holodomor, construction of the museum in Kyiv and help with
collecting contributions.
So today I appeal to all of you to make
your donations – parish and personal – to
the project “Creation of the Holodomor
Museum” in any of the following ways:
Write a check to “Ukrainian Catholic
Archdiocese of Philadelphia,” and include
the note “Holodomor Museum in Kyiv” on
the check and mail it to: Archbishop’s
Chancery, 810 North Franklin Street,
Philadelphia, PA, 79123. A letter of
acknowledgement will be mailed.
Visit the Facebook page for the Arche
parchy of Philadelphia, www.facebook.
com/archeparchyphilly, find the fundraising event “Creation of the Holodomor
Museum in Kyiv” and make a contribution
using a credit or debit card. Facebook will
email an acknowledgement of the contribution.
Visit the Archeparchy of Philadelphia
website, www.ukrarcheparchy.us, click on
donate via Paypal, click “Donate for Creation
of the Holodomor Museum in Kyiv” and
make a contribution using a credit or debit
card. A charitable donation acknowledgement may be issued if requested.
Make direct contributions to the museum on the internet platform “Grains of
Truth” by going to www.zernapravdy.org/
uk/campaigns/sprout-the-grains-of-truthtogether-with-his-beatitude-sviatoslav/.
However, a charitable acknowledgement
cannot be issued with this donation method.
Every parish and every faithful of the
Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church can make,
in particular through this platform, their
contribution to the future of the Holodo
mor Museum, can cast their vote, freeing
from oblivion the names of innocent victims of the Holodomor, can share their own
prayers and help our people build a decent
museum complex, where our families will
come and where people of good will from
all over the world will learn the truth about
the Holodomor. It is no exaggeration to say
that places created in prayer and cooperation become safeguards against evil in the
future.
Readers may visit https://holodomormuseum-fund.org/en/ or https://zernapravdy.org/en/about for more information.
Let us remember that perpetuating the
memory of the Holodomor victims is a
sacred cause, and our personal, community
and parish donations will strengthen the
voice of our entire Church in this cause, set
an example for Ukraine and the world and
serve as a visible symbol of unity and the
maturity of our people.
Thank you in advance for your participation in this cause. I call on you and your
loved ones the blessings of Almighty God –
the Son, and the Holy Spirit!

The brief but symbolically important
visit to Kyiv on October 19 by Secretary of
Defense Lloyd Austin of the United States –
another key Ukrainian partner – was also
reassuring. The Biden administration has
been preoccupied with domestic issues. A
few days earlier U.S. Under Secretary of
State Victoria Nuland was in Moscow for
two days of talks with senior Russian officials on bilateral and international issues.
The move raised concern in some quarters
of Kyiv.
“The United States remains Ukraine’s
key partner in security and defense,” Mr.
Zelenskyy said following Mr. Austin’s visit.
He expressed gratitude to the U.S. “for the
logistical assistance in enhancing the capabilities of Ukraine’s Armed Forces to counter Russian aggression.” The parties noted
“the speed of the implementation of the
decision announced during the visit of the
President of Ukraine to Washington to provide additional security assistance to our

Sviatoslav Shevchuk is the major archbishop of Kyiv-Halych of the Ukrainian
Greek-Catholic Church.
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state in the amount of $60 million.”
Mr. Austin’s presence in Kyiv sent a
strong signal that Ukraine remains on
Washington’s radar and is not being
neglected. His Ukrainian hosts used the
occasion to call for air defense support
from the U.S. and backing for Ukraine’s
membership in NATO.
While in Kyiv, the Pentagon chief commented on a statement by Russian presidential spokesperson Dmitriy Peskov in
which he called Ukraine’s potential membership in the alliance “the worst-case scenario crossing the red lines of Russia’s
national interests” that might force Russia
into “taking action to ensure its security.”
“No third country has the right to veto
NATO membership. … Ukraine has the
right to decide its future foreign policy
without external interference,” Mr. Austin
said in response.
“I will say that our support for
Ukrainian sovereignty is unshakable, and
we will continue to work together in order
to ensure that we are in the right place,
and Ukraine can defend itself,” Mr. Austin
said.

7
Since then, it has been announced that
the date of the meeting of the Ukraine-U.S.
Commission in Washington has already
been determined, and that the parties are
finalizing work on an updated charter of
strategic partnership.
Following Mr. Austin’s departure from
Ukraine, attention in Kyiv switched to
another important ally – Great Britain. Mr.
Zelenskyy is due to make an official visit to
Ukraine’s strategic partner in the coming
days. The two countries are expected to
discuss the sale of British weapons to
Ukraine, among them surface-to-surface
missiles for Ukrainian patrol boats and
missiles for aircraft.
In this situation, despite Kyiv’s frustration on some key matters and its enduring
serious security concerns, Ukraine is not
isolated. It is seeking to make the most of
what is possible while continuing to urge
its partners to accelerate their acceptance
of their eastern European ally into their
fold and maximize their support for
Ukraine in the continuing war of nerves
and tactics with an aggressive and unpredictable Russia.
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Ukrainians in Illinois hold memorial service to commemorate Holodomor victims
by Maria Korkatsch-Groszko
BLOOMINGDALE, Ill – Taking into
account ongoing COVID-19 pandemic regulations, the Ukrainian Genocide Famine
Foundation invited the Ukrainian community of Illinois to participate in a virtual
Ecumenical Memorial Service in memory of
the victims of the Holodomor.
The service was live-streamed on
September 26 on the St. Andrew Ukrainian
Orthodox Cathedral-Orthodox Church of
Ukraine YouTube Channel (https://www.
youtube.com/channel/UClbtFOPAdd2sQ
4Oz-Oylomg).
Clergy officiating the service represented the various parishes of the Ukrainian
Orthodox Church and the Ukrainian
Catholic Church. Responses during the service were sung by the St. Andrew Choir
under the direction of Taras Rudenko.
The memory of the Holodomor victims
was honored by the Very Rev. Victor
Poliarny, secretary of the Vicariate of the
Orthodox Church of Ukraine in U.S.A.,
Australia, Canada and Japan; Consul General
of Ukraine in Chicago, Serhiy Koledov; and
Mykola Kocherha, president of the
Ukrainian Genocide Famine Foundation.
Victor Rud, who has been widely published
and has spoken domestically and internationally on issues bearing on western-Russian relations, served as keynote speaker
(his speech was given virtually).
Remarks by Messrs. Koledov and Rud
reminded the participants that the
Holodomor was not the only famine or
starvation that affected Ukraine. The people of Ukraine suffered starvation and epidemics in the early 1920s. The Holodomor
of1932-1933 was much more detrimental

to the lives of people than the previous collectivization that occurred from 19291932. That period was also accompanied
by mass persecution of Ukrainian culture,
language, church and intelligentsia. And the
famine of 1946-1947 was the result of poor
agricultural infrastructure and drought.
However, it was Stalin’s totalitarian
regime that in 1932-1933 systemically and
quickly exterminated all those who tried to
think, speak, act and create freely. The best
members of Ukrainian society were subjected to an unjust trial, imprisoned, tortured and deported. The victims of repression were intellectuals and priests, workers
and peasants, men, women and children.
Mr. Koledov explained that during the
first six months of 1933, all of the regions of
the USSR and districts of the Moldavian
ASSR were impacted by the Holodomor.
The victims were Ukrainian peasants who
lived throughout the rural areas of the
USSR. Ethnic minorities living compactly in
Ukraine also suffered from hunger. Deaths
from starvation were massive.
“For many decades, whole generations
of Ukrainians were intimidated, and not
only peasants, but the will of the entire
Ukrainian nation to resist the totalitarian
system, to national revival, was broken,” Mr.
Koledov said.
In 2010, a Ukrainian court found the
leaders of Stalin’s totalitarian regime guilty
of Holodomor as a crime.
“The official commemoration of the
Holodomor victims, including its recognition as a genocide of the Ukrainian people,
began at the initiative of the Ukrainian diaspora in the United States and Canada.
Holodomor as a genocide is recognized and
condemned by 16 countries worldwide. In

Courtesy of Marie Slobidsky

Participants of the Ukrainian Genocide Famine Foundation’s Holodomor commemoration included (front row, from left to right): Marie Slobidsky, Consul General
Sergiy Koledov, Irene Slusarenko, Nicholas Kocherha, Oksana Mykhajliv, Vera
Eliashevsky, Maria Korkatsch-Groszko, and (back row, from left to right) UAV members Walter Chyterbok, Michael Bodnar, Commander Peter Bencak, Mykola
Sidelnik, Walter Nalywajko, Robert Wickman, Steven Macko and Nicholas Skyba.
the United States, Holodomor is recognized
as genocide against the Ukrainian people in
21 states, seven of which belong to the
Consulate General of Ukraine, Chicago
District [Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin,
Kansas, Missouri, Minnesota, North
Dakota],” Mr. Koledov said.
Throughout the years, historians, statisticians and sociologists have debated the
number of victims who perished in the
Holodomor. Mr. Kocherha indicated that the
most recent data on the topic was provided
during an international forum entitled
“Mass artificial famines: remember, honor”

held in Kyiv in September.
Valery Shepitko, president of the
International Congress of Criminologists
and a member of the National Academy of
Legal Sciences in Ukraine, said that, “The
communist totalitarian regime committed
a particularly serious crime – genocide of
Ukrainians and destroyed 10.5 million
Ukrainians, including 4 million children.”
Rev. Poliarny focused on the need to continuously and relentlessly remind the
world about the greatest horror inflicted on
(Continued on page 15)
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power on the eastern Ukrainian battlefield
in Kyiv’s favor. Kremlin spokesman Dmitry
Peskov said on October 27 that deliveries of
Turkish strike drones to Ukraine could
“destabilize the situation at the engagement line” in eastern Ukraine. The
Bayraktar has proven to be one of the best
armed drones on the market, having been
battle-tested in conflicts in Syria, Libya,
Nagorno-Karabakh, and against Kurdish

militants. “Our air vehicles are admired all
over the world,” Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan said in January. “Turkish
armed drones are changing the methods of
war.” Baykar is owned by the three
Bayraktar brothers. Selcuk Bayraktar, considered the engineering brains behind the
drones, is married to Erdogan’s youngest
daughter. (RFE/RL, with reporting by RFE/
RL’s Ukrainian Service and TASS)
EU disburses 600 million Euros to Ukraine

The European Union has disbursed 600
million euros ($696 million) in macro-finan-
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cial assistance to Ukraine as part of a program to limit the economic fallout of the
COVID-19 pandemic. “This is the second
and final tranche under Ukraine’s current
MFA program following the first 600-million-euro disbursement in December 2020,”
the European Commission said on October
25. The outstanding amount of loans to
Ukraine under multiple macro-financial
assistance programs now totals 4.4 billion
euros. “Today’s disbursement of 600 million
euros brings to 4.4 billion euros the total
amount that the EU has loaned to Ukraine in
macro-financial assistance. These payments
are not only tangible proof of our solidarity
with the Ukrainian people, but also a reflection of Ukraine having continued to meet
the crucial reform commitments agreed
with the International Monetary Fund and
the Commission,” EU Commissioner for the
Economy Paolo Gentiloni said. The EC said
it gave a positive assessment of Ukraine’s
implementation of eight reforms, including
on public finance management, governance
and rule of law, and improving the business
climate. The latest disbursement is part of 3
billion euros in emergency macro-financial
assistance for 10 enlargement and neighborhood partners to help them with the
economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. Other countries receiving support from
the program include Armenia, BosniaHerzegovina, Georgia, Kosovo, Moldova,
Montenegro and North Macedonia. “The
program is a concrete demonstration of the
EU’s solidarity with its partners to help
respond to the economic impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic,” the Commission said.
(RFE/RL)

Probe into shooting focuses on gun protocol
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An investigation into the fatal shooting
of Ukrainian-born cinematographer Halyna
Hutchins on a movie set is focusing on the
specialist in charge of weapons and the
assistant director who handed the gun to
actor Alec Baldwin before he fired it. Ms.
Hutchins, 42, was struck in the chest and
died shortly after the incident in the southwestern U.S. state of New Mexico on
October 21, while director Joel Souza, 48,
was wounded and briefly hospitalized. Mr.
Souza spoke out about the shooting for the
first time on October 23, saying he was
“gutted” by the loss of Ms. Hutchins. “She
was kind, vibrant, incredibly talented,
fought for every inch and always pushed
me to be better,” he told Deadline, an enter-
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Baldwin said that his heart was broken by
the tragic incident.
“There are no words to convey my shock
and sadness regarding the tragic accident
that took the life of Halyna Hutchins, a wife,
mother and deeply admired colleague of
ours. I’m fully cooperating with the police
investigation,” he wrote on Twitter. “My
heart is broken for her husband, their son,
and all who knew and loved Halyna.”
Ms. Hutchins’ website says she was born
in Ukraine and grew up on a Soviet military
base in the Arctic Circle “surrounded by
reindeer and nuclear submarines.”
She held a graduate degree in international journalism from Kyiv National
University and had previously worked as
an investigative journalist with British documentary productions in Europe.
She was also the director of photography
of the art-house superhero action film
Archenemy. Her other movie credits
include the racially charged police drama
Blindfire and Darlin’, a horror feature film.
“The entire cast and crew has been absolutely devastated by today’s tragedy, and
we send our deepest condolences to
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tainment news website. The shooting on
the set of the movie Rust during a rehearsal
at a ranch near the city of Santa Fe raised
questions about gun-safety protocols for
film sets. Some details of the incident
emerged in court documents submitted by
the Santa Fe County sheriff ’s office to
obtain a search warrant. The documents
said assistant director Dave Halls, who
handed the gun to Mr. Baldwin, called out
“cold gun,” indicating the weapon had no
live ammunition. The assistant director did
not know the gun contained live rounds, a
detective with the Santa Fe Sheriff ’s
Department said in the documents. Mr.
Baldwin handed the gun to Hannah
Gutierrez-Reed – the movie’s weapons
master – immediately after the shooting,
and she removed a spent casing and handed it and the gun to deputies when they
arrived, the court documents say. Mr.
Neither Halls nor Ms. Gutierrez-Reed have
commented publicly. There also have been
reports that the shooting occurred only
hours after a walk-out by film crew members over various complaints about working conditions. Rust Movie Productions
said in a statement that it had not been
made aware of any official complaints but
would “continue to cooperate with the
Santa Fe authorities” while also conducting
its own review. Mr. Baldwin, 63, is known
for his roles in the television series 30
Rock, the 1990 movie The Hunt for Red
October, and his impression of former
President Donald Trump on the television
sketch show Saturday Night Live. He has
cooperated with investigators and no
charges have been filed. (RFE/RL, with
reporting by AP, AFP, and Deadline)

Journalist seeks help for detained Crimeans

Imprisoned RFE/RL freelance correspondent Vladyslav Yesypenko has
appealed to U.S. President Joe Biden and
U.S. lawmakers to do more to free the more
than 100 political prisoners detained by
Russia’s Federal Security Service (FSB) over
their activities in Crimea. Mr. Yesypenko,
who has been in detention in Russiaoccupied Crimea since March, made the
appeal in a letter read publicly for the first
time on October 21 at the Ukrainian
Embassy in Washington. “There can be no
greater hell than being trapped in these
four walls day after day, month after month,
(Continued on page 15)

Halyna’s family and loved ones,” production
company Rust Movie Productions said in a
statement.
“We have halted production on the film
for an undetermined period of time and are
fully cooperating with the Santa Fe Police
Department’s investigation,” it added.
Mr. Baldwin, 63, is one of the film’s stars
as well as a producer. He has won several
acting awards.
The incident evoked memories of the
1993 death of 28-year-old actor Brandon
Lee, son of martial arts legend Bruce Lee.
Brandon Lee was fatally wounded by a
prop gun while filming The Crow.
Mr. Lee’s sister, Shannon, decried the incident in a tweet, while also calling for better
protection measures on film sets.
“Our hearts go out to the family of
Halyna Hutchins and to Joel Souza and all
involved in the incident on ‘Rust.’ No one
should ever be killed by a gun on a film set.
Period,” she wrote. (With reporting by NBC
News, Variety, and Reuters)
Copyright 2021, RFE/RL Inc. Reprinted
with the permission of Radio Free Europe/
Radio Liberty, 1201 Connecticut Ave. NW,
Washington DC 20036; www.rferl.org (see
https://www.rferl.org/a/alec-baldwin-shooting-death/31524326.html).
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Ukrainian National Museum hosts exhibit of photojournalist Petro Oleksijenko
by Halyna Parasiuk
CHICAGO – The Ukrainian National
Museum hosted an exhibit opening on
October 1 and presentation of the work of
Ukrainian Petro Oleksijenko, a military and
civic activist, author and photographer.
All of the photos in the exhibit were discovered in and collected from the archives
of the Ukrainian National Museum. Until
that point, their existence had largely been
forgotten. As a result, the exhibit, “ChicagoUkrainians in the 1950s Through the Lens
of Photo-Journalist Petro Oleksijenko,”
showcases for the first time in decades
images that depict how members of the
Ukrainian diaspora in Chicago conducted
their daily lives, as well as supported their
homeland from across the ocean.
Mr. Oleksijenko, who upon his death in
1988 left behind a treasure trove of photos,
was born in 1898 in the small town of
Rzhyshchiv in the Kyiv region. He grew up
near the Dnipro River and always recalled
the mighty river as a powerful symbol of
Ukraine.
In January 1918, Mr. Oleksijenko, together with other students his age, fought in the
Battle of Kruty to prevent the Bolshevik
army from advancing on Kyiv. For some
reason, he would never recall the Battle of
Kruty in his memoirs, perhaps because it
was difficult to share one of the most tragic
pages in the history of one’s country and
one’s own life.
Mr. Oleksijenko became an active member of various Ukrainian veteran organizations and was a recipient of the Cross of
Symon Petliura, the Steel Cross of the UNR,
the Cross of Ukrainian Kozaks, and many
other military awards.
After the defeat of the Ukrainian revolution, Mr. Oleksijenko lived as an exiled
Ukrainian soldier in Poland, and it was during this particular period that he became a
professional photographer.
After World War II, Mr. Oleksijenko
found himself in a displaced persons camp
in Augsburg, Germany, where he opened a
photographic studio named Photo-World.
At the beginning of the 1950s, he and his
family immigrated to the United States and
lived in Chicago. After living for a few years
in the city, Mr. Oleksijenko became heavily
involved in the civic, art and local activities
of the Ukrainian community in the city. He
also took numerous photos chronicling
parades, celebrations and the everyday life
of Ukrainians in Chicago at that time. His
documentary work is especially valuable as
there are now fewer and fewer individuals
alive who lived through this period of the
Ukrainian diaspora in Chicago.
“We have many amateur photographers
that were deported from their homes and
lived either in exile or in camps, but really,
and in all actuality, they are spread out all
over the world. There are people who either

made their own photographs or acquired
them and stowed them away as personal
keepsakes,” Mr. Oleksijenko wrote in 1956
in article for the Journal of the Ukrainian
National Museum in Ontario, Calif.
“However, they would not take into consideration that one of their particular photographs is of great value, as it represents a
document of a deported Ukrainian’s life.
Therefore, everyone who has such photographs, which are of historical significance,
should send them to museums, so that our
future researchers could have material that
can continually provide tremendous benefits to the future Ukrainian state,” Mr.
Oleksijenko wrote.
When conducting research on Mr.
Oleksijenko’s photos, staff of the Ukrainian
National Museum in Chicago found that the
photographer’s work captured three mass
demonstrations held by Ukrainians in
Chicago in the 1950s: “Loyalty Day Parade,”
“I Am an American Day,” and a 25th anniversary parade commemorating the victims of the Holodomor.
The events took place either in downtown
Chicago or in the Ukrainian Village area of
the city. Patriotic celebrations for “Loyalty
Day” and “I Am an American Day” allowed
Ukrainians to display their thankfulness to
America for accepting them and allowing
them to live in a new homeland, and they let
Ukrainians bring attention to the American
public about the destructive nature of the
Communist regime in the Soviet Union.
The exhibit includes Mr. Oleksijenko’s
images of the campground in Round Lake,
Ill., which was a popular vacation and gathering spot for Ukrainians in and around
Chicago. One can even see a photo of
Ukrainians fishing and also cooking a fish
broth soup (Yushka) over an open fire.
Natalya Mykhailenko, who visited the
exhibit and viewed Mr. Oleksijneko’s photographs, said she was touched by the photographer’s work.
“I was impressed by the fact that this
exhibition shows significant moments in
the life of the Ukrainian community in the
1950s. Photos, which are more than half a
century old, show people staring back at
us, who are educated, who are organized,
and who remember their roots,” Ms.
Mykhailenko said.
Mr. Oleksijenko’s photos capture his
compatriots as they were getting acquainted with life in United States, such as learning the English language and buying their
very first car. In looking at some of his images, it is easy to imagine Mr. Oleksijenko smiling while he takes his pictures, largely
because some even convey a great sense of
humor. How else might one describe a perfectly-timed photograph of bears seemingly
taking toll payments from Mr. Oleksijenko
and his wife, Osypa, upon the couple’s entry
into Yellowstone National Park!
“I had such a strong wish for the people

Petro Oleksijenko, courtesy Ukrainian National Museum

A photo taken by Petro Oleksijenko shows young women wearing traditional
Ukrainian costumes during the “I Am an American” parade in the Ukrainian Village
in Chicago in 1951.
on these photographs to start talking and
tell me all about their lives back then,” said
Oksana Mikolyash after viewing the exhibit. “Looking at these photos allows you to
feel the warmth of the cameraman as he
was trying to capture the emotions of the
people in front of him.”
During the exhibit opening of Mr.
Oleksijenko’s photographs, the president of
the Ukrainian National Museum, Lydia
Tkaczuk, underscored the work the museum has done to systematically archive its
collection of documents and artifacts from
the Ukrainian diaspora.
Special thanks went to the Heritage
Foundation of First Security Federal
Savings Bank for providing seed money to
finance the massive project. The archival
process included cataloging, scanning and
digitizing documents so that the records
can be accessed online by American media
or anyone else interested in the archive.
The sponsor for the exhibit was Ellen
Lopatkina, president of Nortia Logistics,
Inc. In her remarks at the exhibit opening,
Ms. Lopatkina said Mr. Oleksijenko’s photos
document the hard work of previous generations of Ukrainians in Chicago. That
work today serves as an example and an
introduction to the Ukrainian American

community for new Ukrainian immigrants
to United States.
A presentation on Mr. Oleksijenko’s life
and his photographic work was given by the
Ukrainian National Museum’s archivist,
Halyna Parasiuk, who spent several months
organizing, cataloging and digitizing the collection of Mr. Oleksijenko’s 2,000 photos.
Individuals who attended the opening of
the exhibit shared their impressions of the
photographs. But after the event formally
concluded and most of the crowd dispersed, another interesting activity began –
the remaining attendees, ones who actually
grew up in the Ukrainian Village, began trying to identify people they knew in Mr.
Oleksijenko’s photos. The museum staff
believes individuals can supplement Mr.
Oleksijenko’s work by documenting the
oral histories of others who lived through
this period in the life of the Ukrainian diaspora in Chicago.
The Ukrainian National Museum invites
readers to visit the photo exhibit, which
will run from October 1 to November 30.
More information can be found at www.
ukrainiannationalmuseum.org.
Halyna Parasiuk is the archivist at the
Ukrainian National Museum of Chicago.

Walter Hoszko

July 10, 1939 – October 14, 2021
With deep sadness, we inform you of
the passing of our beloved father, uncle,
brother-in-law and grandfather, Walter Hoszko.
Born in Sokolyky, Ukraine on July 10, 1939, Walter
was predeceased by his wife, Alexandra Hoszko. He
and his family traveled from Ukraine to the United States in 1951
and settled in the New York City area. Walter was a veteran of the
Air Force in which he served from 1959 through 1963. In later
years, he was employed as an engineer for Telcordia Technologies
in Piscataway, NJ. After retirement, he enjoyed spending time with his
family, traveling, gardening and reading.
Walter is survived by his daughter, Christina Rokoszak and
granddaughter, Kylie Rokoszak; son, Andrew Hoszko; nephews, Mark
Hoszko with wife Ruth, George Hoszko with wife Judith, William
Czerepanyn Jr., Victor Shafran with wife Anita and children and John
Shafran with wife Brit and children; nieces, Alexandria Lesia Vazeos with
husband Dmitri, Natalie Hoszko and Nina Dubnansky with husband
John and children; and brother-in-law Dmitri Shafran with wife
Margaret. Grandnieces and grandnephews include Stephanie Samuels
with husband Scott, and Andrea Vazeos; as well as great-grandnephew,
Michael Dimitri Samuels and great-grandniece Nina Vazeos.
Funeral services for Walter were held on October 19, 2021 at St.
Andrew’s Ukrainian Catholic Church and he was laid to rest next to
his wife in Holy Spirit Cemetery in Campbell Hall, NY.

May his memory be eternal.
Ukrainian Americans take part in a “Loyalty Day” parade in downtown Chicago in 1951.
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Contingent of Ukrainian American seniors tours U.S. Naval Academy
by Myroslawa Hill
JENKINTOWN, Pa. – A contingent of
Philadelphia area “young-at-heart” and vaccinated seniors visited the U.S. Naval
Academy in Annapolis, Md., on September
14. For members of the group of roughly 40
people, it was an opportunity to socialize
with friends, many of whom had not seen
one another since before the COVID-19 pandemic began.

During a walking tour of the Naval
Academy, a very knowledgeable guide
shared many interesting facts about the
school.
The group learned that then U.S.
President James Polk wanted to establish a
special school to train officers for the navy
and, therefore, instructed Secretary of the
Navy George Bancroft to start such a
school. Thus, on October 10,1845, the academy was founded as a naval school, and in

Courtesy of Myroslawa Hill

A contingent of some 40 Ukrainian Americans visited the U.S. Naval Academy in
Annapolis, Md., on September 14, where the group learned about the school and its
history.
1850 it was reorganized and renamed the
U.S. Naval Academy.
The school opened with 50 midshipmen,
though today it has roughly 4,500.
Incredibly, all of the school’s students are
housed in the largest single dormitory in
the world.
The Academy did not accept women
until 1976, after Congress authorized their
admission to all of the service academies.

Midshipmen come from all ethnic groups in
America, and a number of Ukrainian
Americans having also attended the school.
The highlight of the walking tour was a
visit to the Naval Chapel, where a magnificent sarcophagus of John Paul Jones, a
naval hero of the Revolutionary War, is
housed. It is noteworthy that alumni of the

Turning...

continued.
Present at the weeklong events in Rome
was Joseph Lesawyer, president of the
World Congress of Free Ukrainians (as it
was known then, though it is now known
as the Ukrainian World Congress), supreme
president of the Ukrainian National
Association and executive vice-president of
the Ukrainian Congress Committee of
America. Mr. Lesawyer delivered greetings
to the Synod participants and assured them
of the world-wide support of the Ukrainian
community. Mr. Lesawyer issued two telegrams – one to Cardinal Slipyj and the other
to Pope Paul VI – underscoring the UNA’s
support of the Synod’s deliberations.

(Continued from page 6)
Synod also adopted a constitution and set
forth a series of decisions in line with the
proclaimed autonomy of the Ukrainian
Catholic Church.
The Vatican’s position in 1971 was that a
patriarchal form of government, including
a governing synod of bishops, required a
definite geographical area, and in 1971
Ukraine remained enslaved under the
Soviet Union and the Ukrainian Catholic
Church remained illegal there at the time.
“It is a rewarding and nobly reassuring
step, which not only placed the Ukrainian
name in the forefront of world public opinion, but serves to inspire confidence in ourselves, in our own strength that derives
from cooperation, tolerance, determination
and leads to greater unity,” the editorial

(Continued on page 13)

Source: “Fifth Archiepiscopal Synod of
Ukrainian Catholic Church holds session in
Rome,” by Zenon Snylyk, and “Ubi est concordia,” The Ukrainian Weekly, November 9,
1971.
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Facebook.com/Soyuzivka

Pysanky in various stages of completion during the
Catskill Pysanka Workshop on May 21-23 at Soyuzivka
Heritage Center.

Completed pysankas on display during the Catskill
Pysanka Workshop on May 21-23 at Soyuzivka Heritage
Center.

A bountiful harvest of mushrooms found during the
Wild Mushroom Foraging Retreat on September 24-26
at Soyuzivka Heritage Center.

Soyuzivka summer season ends on a positive note
by Matthew Dubas
PARSIPPANY, N.J. – With the summer
season at Soyuzivka Heritage Center once
again impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic, the center’s staff took precautions to
provide as safe an experience as possible.
As a result, guests were able to enjoy weddings, retreats, camps and a variety of
other events throughout the summer.
Nestor Paslawsky, general manager of
Soyuzivka Heritage Center, said that, from
early- to mid-May, weddings and retreats
got the summer season rolling along, albeit
a bit quieter than before COVID-19 began.
The Soyuzivka gift shop launched its online
store on May 3, and readers can visit the
online store at www.soyuzivka.com/shop.
The Catskill Pysanka Workshop, held on
May 21-23, attracted participants of all
skill levels, from beginner to accomplished
artists who learned from those who share
the passion of writing and designing
pysanky.
Memorial Day weekend at Soyuzivka, he
said, also felt the impact of cancellations,
including the cancellation of the annual
Zlet youth competition hosted at the
Ukrainian American Youth Association
(known by its Ukrainian acronym CYM)
camp in nearby Ellenville, N.Y.
The weekend of June 11-12, dubbed
Bands, Beer and BBQ, included volleyball
and tennis matches, swimming at the pool,
corn hole competitions, as well as musical
performances on the Tiki Deck and more.
A Summer Solstice Health and Wellness
Retreat was hosted on the weekend of June
18-20, with menu selections that promoted healthier choices, yoga and other sessions to promote relaxation, a hike to the
Green Pool, and an evening bonfire.
Additional options included massage and

sauna sessions by appointment.
This year, Tabir Ptashat (known as bird
camp), which is hosted annually by the
Pershi Stezhi Plast Ukrainian Scouting
Organization sorority, was also cancelled
this year.
Independence Day weekend at Soyuziv
ka on July 4 was “very busy and positive,”
Mr. Paslawsky said.
The Roma Pryma Bohachevsky Ukrain
ian Dance Academy Workshop, an intensive
two-week dance program for intermediate
and advanced dancers ages 16 and up, was
led by camp director Ania Bohachevsky
Lonkevych (the daughter of the late Roma
Pryma Bohachevsky) and artistic director
Orlando Pagan on June 27-July 10. The
Workshop dancers were able to show off
what they learned as performers at the
annual Ukrainian Cultural Festival on July
10 at Soyuzivka Heritage Center.
The Ukrainian Cultural Festival at
Soyuzivka Heritage Center kicked off on
July 9, with a VIP Gala Fundraiser to benefit the Soyuzivka COVID-19 Relief Fund
that featured a cocktail hour, a delicious
three-course meal, with entertainment by
Brattia z Prykarpattia, and a meet and
greet with special guests visiting
Soyuzivka.
Ukrainian Heritage Day Camp was hosted on July 11-17, and was limited to 20
campers, ages 4-7. Children participated in
daily activities, including dance, song,
crafts and games, enriching their knowledge of Ukrainian folk culture and language, building new and lasting friendships. The annual Discovery Camp was
forced to cancel this year, and the
Chornomorska Sitch Sports School, hosted
by the Ukrainian Athletic Educational
Association Chornomorska Sitch, was also
canceled for this year.

Participants of the Wild Mushroom Foraging Retreat, which took place on September
24-26 at Soyuzivka Heritage Center.
The 2021 Dance Camps, with the first
session on July 18-31, and the second session on August 1-14, also directed by Ms.
Bohachevsky Lonkevych, were geared for
children ages 8-16, with instruction for
beginner, intermediate and advanced students. Each camp session concluded with a
recital performance.
The 16th annual Ukrainian Adoptive
Families Weekend, hosted on July 16-18,
brought families who have adopted children from Ukraine to meet new friends,
reconnect with old ones, and build a stronger support community for families. The
weekend also afforded guests an opportunity to enjoy the amenities Soyuzivka has
to offer, with traditional Ukrainian foods,
Ukrainian crafts workshops, interaction
with Embassy of Ukraine personnel, a performance by Olya Fryz, and a night swim
under the stars in the Soyuzivka swimming
pool.
With the support of the Embassy of
Ukraine and Ukraine’s Consulate in New
York City, the weekend was hosted by the
Ukrainian National Association and its
charitable arm, the Ukrainian National
Foundation, and was sponsored by Nova
UA Federal Credit Union, Self-Reliance New

York Federal Credit Union and SUMA
Federal Credit Union.
Weddings continued to be hosted in
August, and this year’s Labor Day weekend, Mr. Paslawsky said, was “one of my
favorites.” Everyone was well-behaved, and
dances were hosted that included performances by Torn Boots; a volleyball tournament and barbeque were also held. Many
of the events were held outdoors, to minimize risks for guests, and Mr. Paslawsky
said he was thankful that the weather
cooperated.
This was the second season under
COVID-19 restrictions at Soyuzivka Herit
age Center, and the recovery is going well,
but Mr. Paslawsky added that this is not a
normal situation. The typical weekend business had softened compared to other years,
but the season ended on a positive note for
Labor Day weekend. The fall season, he
added, has been busy at Soyuzivka with
more weddings, and a Wild Mushroom
Foraging Retreat for Health and Wellness
that was held on September 24-26.
For additional information, readers may
visit the Soyuzivka Heritage Center website, www.soyuzivka.com, or telephone,
845-626-5641.

Contingent...

The group also took a cruise on the Severn
River, designated as one of Maryland’s most
scenic rivers. The trip concluded with a
Maryland crab cake luncheon.
While the outing was a long day for the
group of seniors, they all returned home
safe and happy with many memories soon
not to be forgotten.
As always, the Philadelphia seniors wish
to thank the Ukrainian Community Found
ation of Philadelphia and the Ukrainian
Selfreliance Federal Credit Union for their
support in funding a portion of the trip.

(Continued from page 12)

Participants of the Roma Pryma Bohachevsky Ukrainian Dance Academy Workshop
perform during the Ukrainian Cultural Festival on July 10 at Soyuzivka Heritage
Center.

Naval Academy include former U.S.
President Jimmy Carter and former U.S.
Sen. John McCain, as well as more than 50
astronauts, including six who flew to the
moon.
The group also toured the city of
Annapolis, which is the capital of the state
of Maryland. The city is small but charming
with lovely historic colonial architecture.
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Max Strus making it in Miami
Max Strus (whose father is Ukrainian)
has taken the path Miami Heat guard
Kendrick Nunn took following his release
from the Warriors’ G-League team in 2019.
Nunn was looking for an NBA contract after
Golden State was unable to temporarily
place him on their roster. The Heat recognized Nunn’s talent and signed him a day
before the regular season ended.
While it was not exactly the same scenario for Strus, Miami may have just benefited once again at the expense of another
franchise’s poor decision making. The
24-year-old guard was undrafted coming
out of DePaul University in 2019, but was
signed to the Boston Celtics’ Summer
League team. Despite averaging a crisp 9.8
points per game and shooting 45 percent
from 3-point range, the Celtics’ decision to
bump him up from a two-way contract to a
regular NBA contract eventually led to him
being cut before training camp.
After being waived by Boston, he signed a
two-way deal with the Chicago Bulls. Strus

managed five points in only two games last
season with the Bulls before tearing his ACL
while playing for the team’s G-League affiliate, the Windy City Bulls. He showed potential in his 13 G-League appearances, averaging a solid 18.2 points, 5.8 rebounds and 3.2
assists per game. This was enough to get
him a training camp contract with the Heat
heading into the 2020-2021 season. The
training camp deal evolved into a two-way
contract, which proved fortunate for both
parties. Miami found itself with a ton of injuries and players sidelined by COVID-19 protocol – Strus’ services were suddenly needed. In 39 games in the 2020-2021 regular
season, he averaged 6.1 points, shooting
45.5 percent from the field, 33.8 percent
from 3-point land in 13 minutes per game.
In a February 11 game this year versus the
Houston Rockets, Strus accounted for a personal run of 11 straight points, finishing
with a career-high 21 points in Miami’s 10194 win.
Max Strus has never been a hot com-

depaulbluedemons.com

Max Strus (31) attempts a jump shot against Georgetown University during the 20182019 season with DePaul University.
modity throughout his basketball career,
but when the Heat recognize a player
whom they think has pro potential, they
pounce on the opportunity. He began his

collegiate career at Lewis University, a
Division 2 school in the Great Lakes Valley
Conference. Strus spent two years with
Lewis University, his top season being his
sophomore year when he averaged 20.2
points, 8.4 rebounds and 3.5 assists before
deciding to leave for Division 1.
Strus transferred to DePaul University
for his last two years of eligibility. He sat
out one year due to NCAA transfer rules
and started the following year as a redshirt
junior. His first season at DePaul was very
productive: 16.8 points, 5.6 rebounds and
2.7 assists, while making the second-most
3-pointers (81) in school history. The former small-school prospect declared for the
2018 NBA Draft, only to later return to
school for his senior year. He proceeded to
enjoy his best year, averaging 20.1 points,
5.9 rebounds and 2.2 assists. His best performance was in a win over St. John’s when
he scored a career-best 36 points in the
second half. He entered the 2019 draft as a
senior and went undrafted. The Heat had
their eyes on Strus coming out of college
and looked for ways to acquire the former
DePaul standout.

Training camp sealed the deal

In training camp prior to the 2020-2021
season, Strus competed with forward B.J.
Johnson for the final two-way contract from
Miami. He received more playing time than
Johnson in the preseason and a 22-point
performance with 8 of 11 shooting in a preseason tilt against Toronto sealed the deal.
Returning guard Gabe Vincent and Strus
received Miami’s two-way contracts. His
strong defense and his ability to shoot have
gotten him playing time during stretches of
most games. He became part of the team’s
rotation moving forward in 2021, which was
even more relevant after the trade deadline.
As one of the most prolific three-point
shooters in DePaul’s history, Strus is capable of catching fire from outside at any
time. There have been instances in Heat
practices where the rookie takes over the
floor, just like he did in the February 11
game against the Rockets.
One of Strus’ underrated strengths is his
ability to rebound. Throughout his entire
college career, he averaged at least five
rebounds, consistently showing the ability
to hold his own. His game compares closely
to that of teammate Duncan Robinson.
Another overachieving player who began
his college career in Division 3, Robinson
worked his way to having one of the best
shooting seasons of all time in the 20192020 NBA campaign.
(Continued on page 15)
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November 3
Online

Book talk and discussion, “The Carpathians: Discovering the
Highlands of Poland and Ukraine” by Patrice Dabrowski,
Harvard University, www.huri.harvard.edu or 617-495-4053

November 7
Hamtramck, MI

Memorial concert, “Bravissimo – A Tribute to Maestro
Volodymyr Shesiuk,” Ukrainian American Archives and
Museum, 313-366-9764 or www.ukrainianmuseumdetroit.org

November 6
Chicago

50th anniversary gala concert, “The Sounds of Celebration,”
featuring pianist Juliana Osnichuk, bass vocalist Stefan
Szkafarowsky, soprano Marta Zaliznyak and violinist
Solomiya Ivakhiv, Ukrainian Institute of Modern Art,
rsvp@uima-chicago.org

November 8
Online

Online book talk with Mykhailo Wynnyckyj, “Ukraine’s
Maidan. Russia’s War: A Chronicle and Analysis of the
Revolution of Dignity,” Columbia University,
https://harriman.columbia.edu

November 6
Jenkintown, PA

30th anniversary reception, honoring Eugene A. Luciw,
Ukrainian Federation of America, Ukrainian Educational
and Cultural Center, 215-782-1075

November 10
Online

Webinar with Kimberly Hook and Sergiy Bogdanov,
“Addressing Mental Health in Ukraine at a Time of Social
Instability,” Harvard University, www.huri.harvard.edu

November 7
Online

Fundraiser, with keynote speakers Nataliya Popovych and
Andy Hunder, Ukrainian Catholic University Foundation,
www.ucef.org

November 12
Chicago

Networking event with Vitaliy Kutnyy, Oles Nakonechnyy,
Oleg Komarnytskyy and Lubomyr Luchenko, “MoLoKo
Business Meet Up,” Ukrainian Institute of Modern Art,
https://moloko.ticketleap.com/realestatemeetup/

November 7
Philadelphia

Holodomor commemoration, with prayer service led by
Ukrainian Catholic Metropolitan Archbishop Borys Gudziak
and keynote address by Prof. Volodymyr Serhijchuk,
with musical program by Yulia Stupin and Sophia Pitula,
Ukrainian Catholic Cathedral of the Immaculate
Conception, https://ukrcathedral.com

November 14
Online

Fundraiser, with keynote speaker Metropolitan Archbishop
Borys Gudziak, Ukrainian Catholic University Foundation,
www.ucef.org

November 14
Hamtramck, MI

Poetry chapbook launch, reading and signing, “A Sky Full of
Wings” by Ksenia Rychtycka, Ukrainian American Archives
and Museum of Detroit, 313-366-9764 or
www.ukrainianmuseumdetroit.org

November 15
Online

Bohdan Jurij Krawciw Memorial Lecture, Harvard
University, www.huri.harvard.edu

November 20
Online

Webinar with Maria Rypan, “Ukrainian Beaded Adornments,”
Ukrainian History and Education Center, www.ukrhec.org

Ukrainians in Illinois...
(Continued from page 9)
the Ukrainian people. The Holodomor, he
said, is a deep wound that permeates the
memory of its eyewitnesses with unbearable pain; many eyewitnesses have passed.
It is now the duty of the younger generations not to let the memory of the Holodo
mor fade away, Rev. Poliarny said.
“Holodomor was the price paid by the
Ukrainian people for their desire for freedom,” he added.
Mr. Rud challenged participants with
several questions.
“How do we establish a future? How do
we regain the essence of our identity which
the Holodomor intended to destroy, and
which many are still in the process of regaining? We either have to decide that we are
simply an abrogation of biological cells, or
we are members of a nation,” Mr. Rud said.
Members of the Ukrainian Genocide
Famine Foundation express their gratitude

Max Strus...
(Continued from page 14)
Strus is labeled as a “knockdown shooter” who can be another Robinson. Not as
proficient as Robinson yet, but given what
the Heat’s development staff did to help
Robinson suggests Strus has greater upside
to explore. As a result, Strus could play a big
role with the Heat in the future. In a prospective future trade to upgrade their roster, odds are strong Duncan Robinson
would be included in the Heat’s package
due to his new contract status entering the
current offseason.
Regardless, Miami should be able to
place its trust in Max Strus’ future whether
a trade is transacted or not. The Heat have
proven they can find undrafted players
who can contribute early and often.
Although Strus’ journey to South Beach has
been arduous, featuring a couple of cameo
roles on other NBA teams and a torn ACL,
he’s landed with an organization as good as
any in today’s NBA at developing players.
Strus has the talent to make it as a great
shooter in the NBA. His movement off the
ball and ability to stop up and shoot are the
key areas for him moving forward. His
passing and defense require some more
work, but he has the time to improve in
these two areas. Going forward, basketball

to all who made the commemoration possible this year: Rev. Poliarny, Rev. Oleh
Kryvokulsky, Rev. B. Nalysnyk, Rev. Andriy
Kuzniak, Rev. Mykhaylo Leschyshyn, Rev.
Yaroslav Marykot, Rev. Oleksiy Kasperuk,
Matthew Marcyniuk, Michael Marcyniuk,
Andrew Marcyniuk, John Jaresko, Oleh
Fedak, Marie Slobidsky, Irene Slusarenko,
Vera Eliashevsky, Oksana Mykhayliv,
Michael Byc, and members of Ukrainian
American Veterans-Post 32 in Chicago.
The Ukrainian Genocide Foundation is
most grateful for the generous donations
and support from our Ukrainian community organizations and individual donors.
Members of the Foundation will continue
to encourage and support research related
to this crime of the century, disseminate
information and raise awareness of this
tragic period in the history of Ukraine and
the history of the world.
Maria Korkatsch-Groszko, Ph.D., is member of the executive board of the Ukrainian
Genocide Famine Foundation.

pundits may find themselves asking how
Miami managed to find another diamond in
the rough and turn him into a solid role
player. Strus certainly earned his two-way
contract with the Heat, and, over time,
should prove that every team that passed
on him made a mistake.
More Max: Strus was born March 28,
1996, in Hickory Hills, Ill. He measures
6-foot-5, 215 pounds. He can line up at
shooting guard or small forward. He wears
jersey No. 31. He attended Amos Alonzo
Stagg High School in Palos Hills, Ill., where he
played baseball and basketball. He entered
sophomore year at 5-foot-9 before a late
growth spurt had him at 6-foot-5 by the end
of his senior year. He was named second
team All-Big East in his senior year with
DePaul. He was the second ever Blue
Demons hoopster to score 700 points in a
season after NBA star Mark Aguirre. His
father John played college baseball at
Eastern Illinois, mother Debra played basketball and volleyball at DePaul and was
inducted into the school’s Athletic Hall of
Fame in 2000. Brother Marty played basketball at Lewis University and currently is basketball coach at Alonzo Stagg High School.
Sister Maggie played college volleyball at the
University of Illinois at Chicago and is assistant volleyball coach at DePaul University.
Ihor Stelmach may be reached at
iman@sfgsports.com.

Entries in “Out and About” are listed free of charge. Priority is given to events
advertised in The Ukrainian Weekly. However, we also welcome submissions
from all our readers. Items will be published at the discretion of the editors
and as space allows. Please send e-mail to mdubas@ukrweekly.com.

NEWSBRIEFS
(Continued from page 10)
for half a year now, only allowed outside on
command for a few breaths of fresh air and
then back to your cell, helpless to change a
thing,” Mr. Yesypenko said. He called on Mr.
Biden and members of Congress to send a
“clear signal” to Russian President Vladimir
Putin that “America stands with Ukraine,
which has demanded time and again that
the occupying power put a stop to violations
of human rights in Crimea and release all
political prisoners.” The letter was carried
by hand to the United States by Mr.
Yesypenko’s wife, Kateryna Yesypenko, who
is currently visiting the United States to
meet with members of Congress and U.S.
State Department officials as part of an
effort to raise awareness of the situation in
Crimea. Ms. Yesypenko read the letter during a briefing at the Ukrainian Embassy. In
the letter, Mr. Yesypenko tells Mr. Biden and
the U.S. lawmakers that the only thing that
keeps him and the other prisoners going “is
your profound understanding of Ukraine’s
situation and your stated intent to unite the
democratic world against Russia’s aggression and secure the release of the Kremlin’s
political prisoners.” Mr. Yesypenko’s letter
details how he was “abducted” by the FSB
and graphically describes torture by electric
shock that was “melting” his brain and making it feel like his heart would burst out of
his chest unless he waived his right to a lawyer and testified against himself. He has previously said in court that he was tortured
for two days from the moment he was
detained until his transfer to a detention
center in Simferopol in Crimea. The journalist names several other people, including
Oleksiy Bessarabov and Volodymyr Dudka –
two Ukrainian men sentenced to 14 years in
prison in 2019 for plotting sabotage in
Crimea – who are among more than 100

others who were “unlawfully detained and
thrown behind bars” and now await sentencing. Many, he says, were coerced into
confessing after being tortured and threatened with death, and after enduring threats
against their families and loved ones. “We
are doing all we can to resist, renouncing
what we said under torture, speaking out in
courts, writing letters to the outside world,
to let you all know we are not giving up,” he
said. Ukrainian Ambassador to the United
States Oksana Markarova told the briefing
that Mr. Yesypenko was arrested just for
doing his job and that he is one of 115 prisoners from Crimea who are currently held
on political charges. She appealed for urgent
action, saying every life put on hold “must
lead to an immediate response from all of
us, not only from Ukraine, but from all
around the world who believe in the same
values and principles and who believe this
is not the way to behave in the 21st century.” Mr. Yesypenko, a dual Russian-Ukrainian
citizen who contributes to Crimea.Realities,
was detained on suspicion of collecting
information for Ukrainian intelligence. The
father of one had worked in Crimea for five
years, reporting on the social and environmental situation on the peninsula, before
being detained. A court in Simferopol on
July 15 formally charged him with possession and transport of explosives. He pleaded
not guilty and faces up to 18 years in prison
if convicted. RFE/RL President Jamie Fly has
described the case as the latest example of
the Kremlin’s campaign to target independent media outlets and called it “a mockery
of justice.” Press-freedom advocates, including the Committee to Protect Journalists
and Reporters Without Borders, along with
Ukrainian Foreign Affairs Minister Dmytro
Kuleba and the U.S. State Department, are
among those who have called for Mr.
Yesypenko’s immediate release in the
absence of any evidence of wrongdoing.
(RFE/RL)
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